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Stony brook summer classes for high school students



There has been some discussion about the potential value of MOOCs for middle school students, but there has been little effort focused on this to date. Last September, edX announced its high school initiative, fostered course development, and listed it, along with others that might be relevant to middle
school students, in its own category. Last month, Futurelearn announced a similar initiative, Futurelearn Choices. EDX recently shared some data with Class Central (also looking at their posts about student demographics) and put us in touch with Grace Headinger, a senior at Maggie Walker's Governor
School in Richmond, VA, to provide a firsthand perspective on some of this MOOC. The edX category for mooc high school initiatives consists of 50 courses with high relevance to middle school students, including AP exam preparation, and introductory college first year courses. More than 400,000
students have signed up for the course (note that they are open to anyone, and currently only a fraction are likely middle school students), with the most typical age being 18 vs. 25 for all edX students. Why do high school students take this MOOC? There seem to be at least five comedy reasons. Five
Reasons High School Students Should Consider MOOC 1. To help prepare for the AP exam There are more than 35 Advanced Placement (AP) exams that high school students can take to get college credit. Typically, high schools can offer a number of AP classes to prepare students for exams. Getting
AP college credit can save you a lot of money and possibly shorten the time for graduation. Tuition has been a major concern lately, as demonstrated by President Obama's plan to make two years of community college free. Headinger says ap exams are about $90, but compared to college classes - do
math, you save a lot of money. The MOOC provides an opportunity to prepare for AP exams in subjects that high schools may not even be able to offer. 2. To feel a potential school Supports MOOC also reflects the image of the school When students decide which school to implement or have a choice
between which schools they can attend, MOOC can provide an additional sense of how professors teach and what it's like to learn there. MoOC supporters also reflect the image of the school, as Headinger puts it: You can feel the school based on their activities in this nature... if higher education
institutions are involved in offering classes online, it is a side of themselves they should definitely attend... 3. To start exploring the majors Many students start a university without knowing what majors want them to choose, and an estimated 80% eventually change their course. Many students are inspired
to start a field of study while taking classes in unknown subjects and are exposed to passionate instructors. MOOC can help with this, as it allows allowing to try in some courses (and even without spending too much effort) exposed to new subject areas. It can also help them save time and money when
they reach college. 4. To gain perspective from geography and other MOOC backgrounds, they attract students from 150+ countries around the world One of the advantages of MOOC that even achieves simple 'large' sizes, is that they attract students from 100+ or even 150+ countries around the world.
This is not at all possible in the past. High school students have the opportunity to observe (and, if they choose, contribute to) discussion board forums. They will hear the perspectives of many professionals in directly or indirectly related fields, and from people from all walks of life. 5. Just to broaden one's
horizons It goes beyond what my school taught the fast-moving World and thus students need to learn how to be self-directed in building their own learning goals. Headinger discovers two unique courses on edX that interest him: Alien Worlds, and Science of Happiness. He found these subjects
interesting and instructors interesting, and doubted he would meet them otherwise: this went beyond what my school taught me. Thus, signing up for (and surviving in) MOOC helps students get used to taking their education into their own hands. There is only one reason we would not suggest taking a
high school MOOC at the moment: to gain an edge in admissions. Apart from the inspiring story of Battushig Myanganbayar, a Mongolian high school student who stood in the MOOC and was accepted to MIT, there is no clear point of view from the admissions department about how they view this
course. More and more middle school students are utilizing MOOC to help them earn college credit, gain insight into the school, and learn more about a variety of subjects. This trend is on the rise and should continue. If you're interested in finding MOOC aimed at high school students, see the EDX High
School course, Futurelearn Options, or The Test Preparation category in Class Central. Nancy is a Digital Literacy Specialist at Skokie Public Library, where she provides technical support to customers and teaches classes on the many uses of technology. She enjoys crossword puzzles and mystery
novels, and is always looking for more ways to incorporate avocados into everyday life. If you like to learn, the first two decades of life are full of miracles. If you like to learn, the first two decades of life are full of miracles. Not only is learning encouraged and incentivized, it is the law. Every day, you are
required to sit in a class of three your colleagues and study (whether you want to or not). And then, all of a sudden, it's over. Some of us feel this absence is sharper than others. Familiar educational routines: learning, collaborating, and questioning, questioning, But they don't have to. Since Massive Open
Online Courses (MOOCs) have appeared on the scene, you can continue the learning part, but the class part is a little more difficult to achieve. The lost class experience is one of mooc's main criticisms. Online forums are no substitute for direct interaction. But is it possible to actually have it all? Since
Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs) have appeared on the scene, you can continue the learning part, but the class part is a little more difficult to achieve. Here at the Skokie Public Library, we have just completed our 2nd MOOC rotation. We started the program with two MOOC groups this past
spring. Our intrepid interns, Kiley Mullane and Amanda Shively, lead Astrobiology and Space Life Search, and I lead Chemicals and Health. For the summer quarter, I lead Gut Check: Exploring Microbiomes. So how did this start? First, you should know I'm a serious MOOC fan. To date, I have completed
more than a dozen MOOC's and have spent time as a Community Teaching Assistant and beta tester with Coursera. I am constantly browsing the list of courses for new classes. Having an addiction to this MOOC and working in a public library creates an interesting intersection. That's when the wheels
started spinning... Access to ideas and access to teacher-libraries and MOOC seems to be the Library's natural partner in the business of providing access to information in a variety of forms, from books to databases to the internet. A concept that, regardless of socioeconomic status, all citizens should
have equal access to ideas, is one of society's most glorious. That being said, it takes a rather tenacious person to teach himself quantum theory from a book. MOOCs help us overcome that inertia by providing access to some of the best teachers in the world. Access to ideas and access to teacher-
libraries and MOOC seem to be natural partners. As a MOOC group facilitator, I think it's important to lead the subjects you're interested in. For me, it's science. The history of Europe has not changed much, but science has not. Science fidgets and wanders around. It's never satisfied with the status quo.
Science verifies itself, denies itself, throws accepted ideas and returns to the drawing board. Every day. You can never grow complacent and think you know everything there is to know about science, because you don't, and you never will. Science confuses us, and that's a pretty big part of its allure.
Science verifies itself, denies itself, throws accepted ideas and returns to the drawing board. In recent years, there has been no field of science which is more contrary to microbiology. Previously the field was mostly to do with finding ways to kill microbes. But recently microbiologists have started putting
down their arms, and instead asking how we can pull them back. Probiotics Probiotics popping up to fight antibiotics. Why the change of heart? The emerging research has unearthed some amazing facts. Human microbiota, or microbes that live in and in the human body, are complex nature. We now
know that microbial cells exceed the number of our own human cells significantly, by a factor of ten. For every human cell in your body, you have 10 microbial cells. We also know that these microbes are not just spectators. They play an active role in our digestion, our mood, and our immunity. Scientists
believe that changes in the intestinal microbiota (due to widespread use of antibiotics and reduced dietary fiber) can play a role in the disease of not only the digestive system, but also of the endocrine, nervous, and immune systems. And the higher diversity of microbes seems protective against disease.
This new understanding raises some thought-provoking questions. How are our humans, exactly? And what does it mean to be human? Maybe we're not the people in control after all. These are just some of the topics we discussed in our latest MOOC group. The group is limited to 10 participants; we
averaged nine participants who met each week (for a 2 hour session) for six weeks. Our coursework comes from Gut Check: Exploring the MOOC Microbiome at Coursera, led by Drs. Rob Knight, Jessica Metcalf, and Katherine Amato of the University of Colorado, Boulder. The talks were interesting and
included newly published research, which sparked a lively discussion. If possible, I interspersed Coursera's lectures with additional content. I added a video featuring microbiologists and science writers. A student carries his own video in cell biology. Other students shared articles they found related to
human microbiota. Stentor shot through a microscope Since this MOOC focuses on microbiology, we use microscopes widely. I set up a projecting microscope and we watched live protis drifting on the wall (people say watching fish is relaxing; I'd argue there's nothing more soothing than watching a
stentor hunt for food). We saw the properly named spirulina coil and watched the paramecia zoom by. Viewing the prepared slides becomes an enlarged Pictionary game, with students trying to guess what identity they are seeing: pollen, motor neurons, handmade paper, etc. We looked at yogurt and
kefir and could see a stir of stem-shaped bacteria, possibly Lactobacillus, a resident of many fermented foods. Coincidentally, the library happened to be organizing a fermentation program during the last week of our course. Half of the group attended this session, where they learned the principles behind
fermentation and how to make their own kombucha, sauerkraut, and pickles. It's fun to end the experience with practical application of microbiology. After the course ends, students decide to start an email list to share relevantly about microbes and health. There's even talk of a gut class reunion. Although
I still believe there is a place for solitary MOOC, I would like to see more manifestations of the collective.  I think there's great potential here. High-quality content is already available. And for a long time, I thought it was pretty good. I took this MOOC myself six months earlier, and while I got a lot out of it,
the solitary version and the class version were a completely different experience. I have my students to thank for that. I couldn't ask for a more interesting and interesting group of students. They asked questions that never occurred to me and brought their own knowledge to the table; Their enthusiasm is
infectious. And while I still believe there is a place for solitary MOOC, I would like to see more manifestations of the collective. Admittedly, our classrooms may look a little different from the norm. For one thing, we're all adults. There are no desks and whiteboards. There's no teacher. But it's still a place of
mutual discovery. Whatever form they might take, let's never go beyond the classroom. Let's never grow up coming together with our colleagues to uncover the unknown. Known.
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